
http://inspirehep.net/record/789082/files/chap6-fig-testsim.png

Note that the flattest spectrum is 
obtained for small θBn in the quasi-parallel 
shock, but the dependence is weak.

The difference is only in the flux with the 
quasi-parallel shock generated flux at 
given energy about one order of magnitude 
larger than the quasi-perpendicular shock 
generated flux.

Nevertheless, time dependent test 
particle simulations of the same kind show 
that even though the fluxes are low the 
quasi-perpendicular shock accelerates 
particles to higher energy at a given time 
than the quasi-parallel shock.

In other words, quasi-perpendicular 
shocks show a higher acceleration rate 
than quasi-parallel shocks.

Test particle simulations of shock acceleration injecting protons into a pre-existing 
shock at different shock normal angles.



http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/429265/meta

For the weak turbulence case, the acceleration rate at a parallel shock is 
very small because the particle mean free paths are very large. However, 
the perpendicular shock readily accelerates particles to very high energies 
because these particles are capable of diffusing normal to the mean 
magnetic field direction by following meandering magnetic field lines.



http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/429265/meta

The large-scale fluctuations lead to a higher acceleration rate at a parallel 
shock compared to the case of simple first-order Fermi acceleration (the 
classical scattering case). This is due to the fact that, at times, the local 
magnetic field is more oblique to the shock normal. Thus, even for a parallel 
shock (on average), acceleration can occur locally at the shock because of 
drift acceleration.



Decker (1988)
Slower Acceleration More Rapid Acceleration 



http://inspirehep.net/record/789082/files/chap6-fig-cartoon.png



http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~pulupa/illustrations/shockdrift/shockdrift.png

Shock Drift Acceleration



Vainio (2009)

ions drift parallel to the E-field
electrons drift anti-parallel to the E-field
 both ions and electrons are accelerated

Operates in oblique shocks as well.



Vainio (2009)

Shock Surfing Acceleration

Surfing requires an almost exactly perpendicular shock.



http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/340454/fulltext/55422.fg6.html



Energy is (a) gained during a head-on collision and (b) 
lost during a trailing collision.

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~namurphy/Lectures/Ay253_08_ParticleAccel.pdf

Second-order Fermi acceleration

Cosmic rays bouncing between moving ISM clouds. Gain energy 
with head-on collision. Lose energy with overtaking collision.

This second-order process was not fast enough to overcome 
ionization losses for heavy elements in ISM.



http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~pulupa/illustrations/htframe/htframe.png

de Hoffmann-Teller Frame
(normal incidence frame)
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